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Abstract
To evaluate the accuracy of procedural coding and the factors that influence it, 246 records were
randomly selected from four teaching hospitals in Kashan, Iran. ―Recodes‖ were assigned blindly and
then compared to the original codes. Furthermore, the coders’ professional behaviors were carefully
observed during the coding process. Coding errors were classified as major or minor. The relations
between coding accuracy and possible effective factors were analyzed by 2 or Fisher exact tests as well
as the odds ratio (OR) and the 95 percent confidence interval for the OR.
The results showed that using a tabular index for rechecking codes reduces errors (83 percent vs. 72
percent accuracy). Further, more thorough documentation by the clinician positively affected coding
accuracy, though this relation was not significant. Readability of records decreased errors overall (p =
.003), including major ones (p = .012). Moreover, records with no abbreviations had fewer major errors (p
= .021). In conclusion, not using abbreviations, ensuring more readable documentation, and paying more
attention to available information increased coding accuracy and the quality of procedure databases.
Key words: clinical coding, procedures, accuracy, validity, ICD-9-CM, database, Iran

Introduction
Clinical coding quality has become increasingly more important for statistical purposes,
reimbursement, administration, epidemiology, and health services research. This research is aimed at
evaluating the factors that influence the accuracy of principal procedure coding.

Background
Information must be trustworthy to be used as a valuable resource for the delivery of healthcare.1
Huffman (1994) argues that classifying information through coding of patients’ diagnoses and procedures
will make it more useful.2 The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes have been used to
classify morbidity and mortality information for statistical purposes, administration, epidemiology, and
health services research.3 ICD codes are used to track workloads and length of stay, to assess quality of
care, to track utilization rates, and to investigate population status and its determinants.4, 5 Regarding the
development of diagnosis-related group (DRG)–based systems in a number of countries such as the
United States, Canada, Australia, Germany, Japan, and others, the quality of coding is now known as an
important factor in reimbursement.6–9
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The increased use of encoded procedural data has resulted in greater attention to code accuracy.10, 11
Consequently, accuracy of coded data has been assessed by many investigators, and coding errors have
been reported in many research studies.12–21 Accuracy of procedure coding between 53 percent and 100
percent (average 97 percent) was reported in the United Kingdom.22 A study in Saudi Arabia reported 30
percent coding errors, and another study revealed 85–95 percent accuracy in coding of procedures.23, 24
Moreover, coding accuracy for cataract surgery in Medicare Part B was 99 percent.25 Additionally,
misclassification of procedures can result in over- or underestimation of frequency of procedures.26–30
According to the literature, factors such as variance in clinicians’ descriptions of procedures, clarity
of documentation, incomplete documentation in medical records, use of synonyms and abbreviations to
describe the same conditions, lack of physicians’ attention to principles of documentation, and coders’
experience and education can lead to miscoding.31–33 In addition, differences between electronic and paper
records, quality assurance programs, indexing errors, lack of coders’ attention to ICD principles, and key
aspects of the code assignment process have been discussed.34–39
There is agreement on the effects of coders’ experience and education as well as completeness of
documentation on the quality of coding. Moreover, the authors hold the opinion that other factors, such as
reviewing the entire medical record and lack of memory-based coding, can improve the quality of coding
as well. Many of these factors have been well illustrated in the literature, but there is little research-based
knowledge about them.40, 41 Furthermore, the discrepancies between coders’ perspectives about influential
factors and the factors that really affect coding quality necessitate more research on the roots of coding
errors with a focus on the coding process.42 Because of the lack of sufficient study related to coding
accuracy in Iran, scant research data related to factors that affect coding, and the focus of current studies
on diagnostic coding, this study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of principal procedure coding and its
effective factors in teaching hospitals affiliated with Kashan University of Medical Sciences (KAUMS) in
Kashan, Iran.

Research Questions
The study addressed the following questions:
1. To what extent are the errors in principal procedure codes major?
2. What, if any, statistical relationships exist between accuracy of principal procedure coding and
the education and experience of coders?
3. Is there any statistical difference between general and specialized hospitals with regard to the
accuracy of principal procedure coding?
4. Does better documentation (more through information, greater readability, and lack of
abbreviations) increase the accuracy of principal procedure coding?
5. Does using the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-9-CM) book increase the accuracy of principal procedure codes as compared with memorybased coding?
6. Does reviewing all information contained in records increase the accuracy of principal procedure
coding?

Methods
Study subjects
This study was carried out in all teaching hospitals affiliated with KAUMS, including one general
hospital and three specialized ones (psychiatry, ENT, and gynecology). The bed capacities of these
hospitals are 418 for the general hospital and 48, 60, and 81, respectively, for the specialized ones. In all
of these hospitals, patients’ medical records are coded manually after discharge based on ICD-9-CM (vol.
3) in the coding unit of the medical record department. Finally, these codes are stored in a computerized
database called the Admission, Discharge System (ADS).
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Considering the effect of rare procedures on decreasing coding accuracy, samples were selected with
regard to the frequency of procedures in each hospital.43 To this end, we calculated the frequency of
principal procedures in each hospital through the ADS based on ICD-9-CM chapters (spring to summer
2007). Finally, 246 medical records were randomly selected in proportion to the bed capacity of the
hospitals and procedural frequency per ICD-9-CM chapters from fall 2007 to winter 2008.

Study design
The medical records were reviewed and abstracted in two stages. In the first stage, the principal
procedures and their original codes were abstracted in separate checklists. In this stage, the samples were
randomly selected from the records forwarded to the coding units and were abstracted immediately after
original coding. Original coders and their professional behaviors were observed. At the same time,
coders’ experience and education, their professional behaviors (reviewing all information contained in
records vs. coding based only on face sheet, and using the ICD-9-CM book vs. memory-based coding),
necessary information for coding (nature, topography, direction, device and approach of procedures),
procedural documentation and use of abbreviations, and readability of records were also recorded in the
checklists. ―Using the ICD-9-CM book‖ was defined as coding the records through the alphabetical index
of the ICD-9-CM book only or through the alphabetical index accompanied by rechecking of the codes in
the tabular list (Figure 1). In this stage, to prevent researcher bias, four well-trained medical record
students (each with a bachelor’s degree) who were doing their practical training in the coding units
abstracted the records. Therefore, the original coders were aware of the abstracting process but were
unaware that their behaviors were being observed. Because of ethical considerations, all coders were
informed about the study after completing it.
Because of disagreement among coders with regard to abstracting the records, a faculty member of
the medical record department in KAUMS (member A) reabstracted all the records blindly.44 Due to a
number of errors, including changes to the record numbers, misfiling, and misrecording of the numbers in
the first-phase abstracts, 60 records were not available for reabstracting. Thus, these abstracts were
excluded and subsequently replaced by other records from the same ICD-9-CM chapters based on the
above-mentioned process.
Then, a PhD student in health information management (HIM) with five years’ experience in clinical
coding (member B) compared the abstracts blindly. In this stage, 11 records were replaced due to the
major disagreements observed. These disagreements happened because member A abstracted another
patient’s encounter due to missed admission dates in the first abstracts. Member B compared principles of
documentation in the abstracts using the alphabetical index (vol. 3) of ICD-9-CM. Documentation of
items such as the nature, topography, direction, device, and approach of procedures was classified as
―necessary‖ or ―unnecessary.‖ Documentation of items that appear in ICD-9-CM qualifiers with a
specialized code was considered ―necessary,‖ and documentation of others was considered
―unnecessary.‖ Documentation of items without a qualifier and specialized code was also classified as
―unnecessary.‖ Finally, the necessary items were identified as ―documented‖ or ―undocumented‖ based
on two abstracts. In case of disagreement between these abstracts, the procedure reabstracted by member
A was selected.
Unaware of the original codes, member B recoded all the confirmed abstracts with the same version
of ICD-9-CM manually. To calculate reliability, 30 records were selected randomly. Member B recoded
these records one month after the first recoding, and no disagreement was found. To calculate interrater
reliability, these 30 records were recoded by an assistant professor of HIM who was unaware of the codes
and recodes. The reliability between them was 100 percent in the main-digit level, and only three
disagreements in decimals of codes were found.

Analytical techniques
The recodes (as gold standards) were compared with the codes identified by the original coders.
Therefore, coding accuracy was defined in terms of agreement between original codes and recodes. To
calculate coding accuracy, the whole code (the main two digits and two decimals) was considered.
Coding errors were classified as ―major‖ or ―minor.‖ The major errors were those occurring in the nature
or topography of procedures. Coding errors observed in approach, direction, or device were considered
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minor. For example, miscoding ―cholecystectomy (51.22)‖ instead of ―partial cholecystectomy (51.21)‖
was regarded as a minor error, and miscoding ―reduction of fracture of femur (79.06)‖ instead of ―open
reduction of fracture of femur with internal fixation (79.36)‖ was considered to be a major one.
Because of the subjectivity of abbreviation clarity and record readability, only the abstracts on which
the abstractors agreed in terms of abbreviation clarity and readability were considered eligible for
abbreviation and readability analysis. The statistical relations were analyzed using SPSS software through
2
or Fisher exact tests, the odds ratio (OR), and the 95 percent confidence interval (CI95) for the odds
ratio. All analyses were two-sided. Figure 2 shows the entire study protocol.

Results
During the study, eight original coders participated. Among them, seven had a bachelor’s degree, and
the other had an associate’s degree in medical records. In addition, five coders were less experienced (five
years or less) in medical record departments.
Of the records that were coded, 169 (68.7 percent) were from the general hospital. The less
experienced coders coded most of the records (190; 77.2 percent), and coders with a bachelor’s degree
coded 225 records (91.5 percent). Coders coded 106 records (43.1 percent) using the ICD-9-CM book and
the rest (138; 56.1 percent) in a memory-based manner. They controlled only six codes (2.4 percent) by
the ICD-9-CM tabular list. There were 182 records (74.0 percent) coded by reviewing the entire medical
record, and the rest (60; 24.4 percent) were coded based on only face sheets.
The procedure nature was documented in all records. After excluding ―unnecessary‖ items, the
topography, approach, and direction (or device) were documented in 189 (100 percent), 93 (56.7 percent),
and 35 (62.5 percent) of the records, respectively. The abstractors in the two phases agreed on the
readability of 223 records (90.7 percent), of which 187 (83.9 percent) were regarded as readable.
Additionally, they agreed upon abbreviation clarity of 220 records (89.4 percent). No abbreviations were
used to document procedures in 121 records (55.0 percent). Abbreviations in the remaining 99 records
(45.0 percent) were clear.
The study showed that 96.7 percent of codes were accurate in the main-digit level, and 81.3 percent
of codes were accurate in the four-digit level. Among the 46 errors, 25 (54.3 percent) were major and 21
(45.7 percent) were minor (Table 1). As Table 2 shows, codes assigned by more experienced coders were
significantly more accurate than those assigned by less experienced ones (92.9 percent vs. 77.9 percent
accuracy; p = .012). The coder with an associate’s degree had better codes as well (95.2 percent vs. 80
percent accuracy; p = .139). In addition, memory-based coding significantly increased coding accuracy in
comparison with coding through the ICD-9-CM book (87.7 percent vs. 72.6 percent accuracy; p = .003);
however, rechecking the codes in the tabular list increased accuracy in comparison with using only the
alphabetical index (83.3 percent vs. 72.0 percent accuracy). Coding accuracy based on the face sheet was
equal to coding based on review of the entire record. Furthermore, coding in the specialized hospitals was
significantly better than coding in the general hospital (93.5 percent vs. 75.5 percent accuracy; p = .001).
More through documentation of approach, direction, or device improved the rates of coding accuracy
nonsignificantly. Clear abbreviations and readability of records significantly improved coding accuracy.
As shown in Table 3, less experienced coders and the coder with only an associate’s degree had
nonsignificantly more major errors. Moreover, there were no statistical relations between the types of
coding errors and either hospital specialty or more through documentation. Using the ICD-9-CM book
significantly increased major errors (65.5 percent vs. 35.3 percent; p = .047). In addition, coding based on
the face sheet nonsignificantly increased major errors (81.8 percent vs. 47.1 percent; p = .079). There
were fewer major errors in readable records and those records without abbreviations (p = .012 and p =
.021, respectively).
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Discussion
The findings showed 46 errors (18.7 percent) in principal procedure codes, 25 (54.3 percent) of which
were major. Coding accuracy in Kashan (96.7 percent in main digit and 81.3 percent in the whole code) is
better than the 70 percent accuracy in coding diagnoses and procedures that has been identified in Saudi
Arabia.45 In addition, Javitt et al. showed 99 percent and 96 percent accuracy, respectively, for cataract
surgery and its approaches in Medicare Part B.46 In an Australian study, Henderson et al. reported 85
percent and 81 percent agreement of the principal procedure coding at the five-digit and seven-digit level,
respectively, for 1998–1999 and, likewise, 83 percent and 80 percent for 2000–2001.47 In Canada, overall
agreement between surgeon billing claims and charts was 95.4 percent for most breast surgeries;
additionally, agreement between hospital discharge and chart data was 86.2 percent.48 A systematic
analysis in the United Kingdom suggests that procedure coding accuracy is 53 percent to 100 percent
(average 97 percent).49 Moreover, van Walraven and Demers noted that agreements for procedure codes
range from 85 to 95 percent.50 Because of inconsistencies in code accuracy definition (e.g., number of
digits checked), the results of this study cannot be compared to those of other studies. However, it seems
that procedure coding accuracy in Kashan is almost equal to that found in other studies. These findings
suggest that the databases in Kashan can be trusted; however, more attention is needed to reduce the
major errors.
The findings showed that the less experienced coders had more errors; however, these errors were
mainly major. According to our definition of the types of errors, it seems that less experienced coders
have more misunderstanding about procedures. Therefore, they should pay more attention to the nature
and topography of procedures. The coder with an associate’s degree had nonsignificantly fewer errors;
however, these errors were mainly major. Five of the seven coders with a bachelor’s degree who
participated in the study were less experienced, so the relationship between coders’ education and their
coding accuracy may have intervened with coders’ experience. In addition, only one coder with an
associate’s degree, who was more experienced and employed in the psychiatry hospital, participated in
the study. The smaller number of procedural codes in the psychiatry hospital as well as his experience
may have led to more accuracy. Therefore, this part of the results cannot be generalized to other
populations and requires further study.
The findings suggest that using the ICD-9-CM book decreases coding accuracy (p = .003), but fewer
coding errors happen in those records rechecked with the tabular list as compared to using only the
alphabetical index (16.7 percent vs. 28.0 percent error rate). In addition, using the ICD-9-CM book
increased major errors (p = .047). The effect of using the ICD book on coding accuracy has not been
reported, though it has been emphasized strongly in educational materials for coders. We can discuss two
possible reasons for this finding. First, some studies have shown that coding accuracy decreases in rare
and complicated cases.51 Therefore, the effect of using the ICD-9-CM book on increasing coding errors is
probably due to the coders’ use of the ICD-9-CM book only for complicated cases or cases with which
they have less experience. Second, the analysis showed that most codes assigned by more experienced
coders were significantly based on memory in comparison with those assigned by less experienced coders
(p < .0001). Since ICD-9-CM has been replaced by ICD-10 for coding diagnoses during the past 10 years,
the Iranian educational system seems to have placed little emphasis on teaching procedure coding based
on ICD-9-CM.
The accuracy of procedure coding through reviewing the entire medical record was equal to coding
based on the face sheet. A study showed that discrepancies in morphology coding were mainly due to
inferences about morphology in the absence of microscopic confirmation.52 On the other hand, in a study
about urological procedures, the authors suggested that one way to reduce coding errors is to make coders
use the discharge summary rather than reading through the medical record themselves.53 In addition,
coding based on the face sheet increased major errors (81.8 percent vs. 47.1 percent major); therefore,
coders are advised to pay more attention to the entire record to understand the procedures well.
Procedure codes in specialized hospitals were significantly more accurate (93.5 percent vs. 75.7
percent accuracy), whereas most errors in the general hospital were major (56.1 percent vs. 40.0 percent
major). Other studies have similarly shown differences in coding at various types of hospitals. For
example, one study showed that completeness of registration of primary total hip arthroplasty is less in
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teaching and low-volume hospitals.54 Additionally, teaching and for-profit hospitals report higher
percentages of CT and MRI codes.55 In contrast to these findings, a study in Australia revealed no
difference between general and specialized hospitals.56
During the study, five coders with little experience coded records in the general hospital rotationally.
It can be concluded that the shorter work periods in the coding unit may result in fewer interactions with
physicians and hence little knowledge about procedures, which might lead to major errors. Moreover, the
small total of procedures in the specialized hospitals (17 vs. 77 procedure codes) seems to have resulted in
improved procedure coding. Pinfold et al. showed that physicians’ billing data (codes) for breast surgical
procedures are better than hospital discharge abstracts. They concluded that having a limited number of
procedures coded by physicians is likely to increase coding accuracy. Furthermore, hospital coders might
not know many specifics of the procedures.57
In addition, the findings suggest that more through documentation improved coding accuracy
nonsignificantly. It has been shown that a computerized database, even with better documentation, could
not improve the accuracy of procedure coding.58, 59 In spite of these studies, several studies suggest that
poor documentation may result in decreased code quality.60–62 For example, in one study, the quality of
documentation resulted in a 21 percent increase in coding accuracy.63 The nonsignificant improvement in
coding accuracy in the current study may be related to the structure of ICD-9-CM. In many records,
documentation of approach, device, or direction of procedures was considered unnecessary. This means
that there were not any specialized codes for these procedures. Indeed, a study has documented the
weaknesses of ICD-9-CM for classifying specialized procedures.64
In the current study, records with less readability had significantly more errors (OR = 3.21; CI95:
1.46–7.1), including major ones (OR = 0.14; CI95: 0.02–0.73), in comparison with readable records. A
study suggests that the use of typewritten operative notes decreases coding errors that arise from illegible
and incomplete handwritten notes.65 Clear abbreviations significantly reduced errors (p = .002); however,
most of these errors were major (p = .021). Therefore, it seems that abbreviations are likely to increase
misunderstandings about procedures.
Some limitations should be considered in interpreting the findings. In the first stage of the study, the
information was concurrently gathered during the original coding period. Although four well-trained
medical record students abstracted the records and original coders were unaware that their professional
behaviors were being observed, the possibility of researcher bias cannot be neglected. In addition, we
could not control for coders’ professional behaviors. Therefore, more studies are required to support the
findings in terms of these variables. Second, medical records were abstracted in two stages and recoded
by a PhD student in HIM with sufficient experience in coding and good reliability. However, the
abstracting and recoding processes cannot be considered error-free. Third, the lack of diversity of
hospitals affiliated with the university did not allow for generalization of results as related to coders’
education and experience or the hospital specialty. Therefore, further studies in more diverse populations
will be necessary.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study suggests that less experienced coders should pay more attention to procedure
nature and topography to improve their coding quality. In addition, lack of memory-based coding did not
improve coding accuracy. Hence, it is recommended that coders consult with physicians about cases in
which the coder has limited knowledge. Moreover, more readable documentation and avoidance of
abbreviations by clinicians are recommended.
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Figure 1
Checklist Used for Gathering Information

Abstract form
Hospital: ……………………….

Record number:………………

Admission date:…………………

Procedure done: ………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Nature

……………………….

Not documented

Approach:……………………… Not documented
Direction:

One-sided

□

Two-sided

□

Topography:………………………..

□
□

Device:……………………………..
Not documented

□
Not documented □
Not documented

□

Other information:……………………………………………………………………………………………
Readability:

Readable

Abbreviations: Clear

□
□

Unreadable
Obscure

Studying the information: Only face sheet

□
□

Without abbreviation

□

Face sheet and other forms

□
□

Did the coder code this record with the ICD-9-CM book?
YES:

Only alphabetical index

No:

(Memory-based coding)

Coder’s education:
Coder’s experience:

Associate’s degree
five years

□
□
□
□

Alphabetical index and rechecking in tabular list

Bachelor’s degree
> five years

□
□

□
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Figure 2
Entire Study Protocol
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Table 1
Principal Procedure Code Accuracy in Teaching Hospitals Affiliated with Kashan University of Medical
Sciences

Accurate
Errors
Major
Minor
Total

Main digits,
frequency (percent)
238 (96.7)
8 (3.3)
8 (100)
–
246 (100)

Decimal digits,
frequency (percent)
200 (81.3)
46 (18.7)
25 (54.3)
21 (45.7)
246 (100)

Note: Percentages of major and minor errors were calculated based on total number of errors.
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Table 2
Factors Related to Principal Procedure Code Accuracy

≤5

Frequency (percent)
Accurate
Error
Total
148 (77.9) 42 (22.1) 190

>5

52 (92.9)

4 (7.1)

56

Bachelor

180 (80.0)

45 (20.0)

225

Associate

20 (95.2)

1 (4.8)

21

Alphabetical
only

72 (72.0)

28 (28.0)

100

Alphabetical
& tabular list

5 (83.3)

1 (16.7)

6

Memory-based

121 (87.7)

17 (12.3)

138

Using the ICD-9-CM
book*

With book

77 (72.6)

29 (27.4)

106

Memory-based

121 (87.7)

17 (12.3)

138

Record study

Entire review

148 (81.3)

34 (18.7)

182

Face sheet

49 (81.7)

11 (18.3)

60

General

128 (75.7)

41 (24.3)

169

Specialized

72 (93.5)

5 (6.5)

77

Documented

200 (81.3)

46 (18.7)

246

–

–

–

145 (76.7)

44 (23.3)

189

–

–

–

Documented

71 (76.3)

22 (23.7)

93

Undocumented

52 (73.2)

19 (26.8)

71

Documented

22 (62.9)

13 (37.1)

35

Experience (years)*
Education
Using the ICD-9-CM
book*

Hospital*
Nature

Undocumented
Topography

Documented
Undocumented

Approach
Direction or device
Readability*
Abbreviation*

Undocumented

12 (57.1)

9 (42.9)

21

Readable

159 (85.0)

28 (15.0)

187

Unreadable

23 (63.9)

13 (36.1)

36

No abbreviation

90 (74.4)

31 (25.6)

121

Clear abbreviation

90 (90.9)

9 (9.1)

99

* Significant statistical relation at 95% level

2

6.369

p
.012

OR
0.27

CI95 for OR
0.09–0.77

2.934

.139

0.2

0.02–1.54

9.339

.009

–

–

8.864

.003

0.37

0.19–0.73

0.004

.952

0.98

0.46–2.07

10.984

.001

0.22

0.08–0.57

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.207

.649

1.18

0.58–2.39

0.180

.672

1.27

0.42–3.82

8.989

.003

3.21

1.46–7.1

10

.002

0.29

0.13–0.64
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Table 3
Factors Related to Principal Procedure Code Accuracy by Type of Error

≤5

Frequency (percent)
Major
Minor
Total
24 (57.1) 18 (42.9)
42

>5

1 (25.0)

3 (75.0)

4

Bachelor

24 (53.3)

21 (46.8)

45

Associate

1 (100)

–

1

Alphabetical
only

19 (67.9)

9 (32.1)

28

Alphabetical
& tabular list

–

1 (100)

1

Memory-based

6 (35.3)

11 (64.7)

17

Using the ICD-9-CM
book *

With book

19 (65.5)

10 (34.5)

29

Memory-based

6 (35.3)

11 (64.7)

17

Record study

Entire review

16 (47.1)

18 (52.9)

34

Face sheet

9 (81.8)

2 (18.2)

11

General

23 (56.1)

18 (43.9)

41

Specialized

2 (40.0)

3 (60.0)

5

Documented

25 (54.3)

21 (45.7)

46

–

–

–

24 (54.5)

20 (45.5)

44

–

–

–

Documented

13 (59.1)

9 (40.9)

22

Undocumented

8 (42.1)

11 (57.9)

19

Documented

9 (69.2)

4 (30.8)

13

Experience (years)
Education
Using the ICD-9-CM
book

Hospital
Nature

Undocumented
Topography

Documented
Undocumented

Approach
Direction or device
Readability*
Abbreviation*

Undocumented

6 (66.7)

3 (33.3)

9

Readable

12 (42.9)

16 (57.1)

28

Unreadable

11 (84.6)

2 (15.4)

13

No abbreviation

13 (41.9)

18 (58.1)

31

Clear abbreviation

8 (88.9)

1 (11.1)

9

*Significant statistical relation at 95% level

2

1.521

p
.318

OR
4

CI95 for OR
0.38–41.85

0.895

.534

–

–

5.738

.057

–

–

3.946

.047

3.48

0.99–12.2

4.067

.079

0.2

0.04–1.06

0.465

.648

1.92

0.29–12.8

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.177

.278

1.99

0.32–12.3

0.016

.628

1.12

0.18–6.96

6.286

.012

0.14

0.02–0.73

6.166

.021

0.09

0.01–0.82

